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1. Adding Keywords to Expert System 
 

This document describes text analysis (keyword-based) capability of WKA Studio and assumes 

that the reader has already gone through fruit identification expert system application (refer: 

Developing Expert System based App from Rules Stored in Excel File.pdf) 

The generic or basic attribute represents the type of attributes which contain basic domain 

values that may be applicable across different types of applications such as color, shape, 

weight, etc. Note that the generic attributes are applicable across the project. The generic 

attribute can be linked to multiple variables representing same kind and set of values e.g. 

EComProd_Clothing.Color as well as EComProd_Shoes.Color can be linked to generic 

attribute color as long as values represented as similar in nature (WKA Studio is case sensitive, 

so color Red is treated different than red). 

To assign values to input variables by scanning text, generic attributes need to be added for 

every input variable whose values are entered/selected by the user during system execution. In 

fruit identification system they are: FruitVarGrp.Shape, FruitVarGrp.Colour, FruitVarGrp.Diameter, 

FruitVarGrp.SeedCount and FruitVarGrp.Surface 

1.1 Add generic attributes 
Select Generic Attributes interface from Domain Vocabulary to add generic attribute 

Enter ID of an attribute, select data type and can add alternate names if needed since generic 

name is taken as Colour_fruit, alternate name to this attribute can be colour, colours etc. 

Developing%20Expert%20System%20based%20App%20from%20Rules%20Stored%20in%20Excel%20File.pdf
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Figure 1: Adding generic attribute: colour 

 

Figure 2: Adding generic attribute: size 

Is value prefixed? is checked when value of the attribute comes before attribute name e.g. ’green 

colour fruit’ where blue is value and colour is attribute. For some attributes values come after 

attribute e.g. text ‘want to visit Delhi’ where visit is an attribute indicating destination of visit and 

Delhi is actual destination. 
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Figure 3: Updating generic attribute 

Add generic attributes: shape, surface and count corresponding to variables: FruitVarGrp.Shape, 

FruitVarGrp.Surface and FruitVarGrp.SeedCount. 

1.2 Link generic attribute to variable 
  

Go to Main Menu -> Domain Vocabulary -> Global Variables  

1. Select the variable to which the attribute is to be linked e.g. variable FruitVarGrp.Colour, 

then click HTML Web Page Options 2  

2. Make sure menu is connected to selected variable. If generic attributes are not seen, click 

Refresh button, attribute IDs will be populated in the drop down list and select the 

appropriate ID and click Update button. Once update button is clicked, values (e.g. all 

colours including multilingual ones) of menu connected to the variable are stored as values 

of generic attribute. 

 

Figure 4: Link generic attribute to variable 
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1.3 Alternate Values for Menu Options 
The end-user can enter alternate values of the variable especially when menu values which user is 

not likely to type as they are e.g. diameter values are ‘<=4’ and ‘>4, it means smaller or bigger etc. If 

end-user enters text: ‘small’ or ‘smaller’ it would be mapped back to ‘<=4’ etc. 

Go to Main Menu -> Domain Vocabulary -> Menu & List, select the menu to which alternate values 

are to be added, then select the menu option and enter the alternate values for that option in the 

text field as shown below. 

 

Figure 5: Alternate values for value ‘<=4’ 

 

Figure 6: Alternate values to ‘>4’ 
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Same procedure to be followed for multilingual menu. However, different images can be assigned 

based on the language. 

 

Figure 7: Alternate values to ‘<=4’ 

1.4 Adding synonyms 
 

Other option to add alternate values which are applicable across all values and independent of 

possible menu values, is use of synonyms. For example, alternate to ‘one seed’ can be ‘single seed’. 

This can be done using Manage Scan Synonyms interface invoked when image button ‘Open 

Synonyms Window’ is clicked.  

 

Figure 8: Adding synonym values 

This will convert word ‘single’ to ‘one’ when text is scanned using SCAN_TEXT function. 

1.5 Add a text variable 
 

Adding a new variable (e.g. Brief Description), to take text input (keywords) from the end-user. Enter 

Variable name in New Variable field and then click on Add button 
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Figure 9: Adding variable 

1.6 Modify rule to scan text 

SCAN_TEXT function scans the text, if it finds the attribute value, it connects it to 

corresponding variable e.g. if end-user enters blue, it connects to variable FruitVarGrp.Colour, 

it returns variable-value pairs in XML format. Function LOAD_ES_SESSION loads the XML 

data into session means initializes all variables with their corresponding values. 

 

Figure 10: Modifying rule to add scan text functionality 

1.6 Executing Expert System 
 

This app will ask keywords, if expert system engine comes across a variable whose value is not 

initialized, it will prompt to enter that. 
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Figure 11: Running the app, end-user enters keywords 

 

 

Figure 12: Running the App 

 

Figure 13: Running the multilingual app 
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Figure 14: Running the app 


